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1 Preface 

Dear General Members’ Assembly, 

Hereby we present the financial annual report of the IXth  Board of the Study association Psychology in Nijmegen. This report compares the state of 

affairs as of the 16th of October 2017 with the budget, which has been voted in at the 11th of October 2016. In this report you will find per account a 

table in where the costs and benefits are being compared to the estimated costs and benefits. Then it will be explained how these costs and benefits 

have come about and how this is according to the estimated subsidy. Furthermore you will find at the end of the report a balance sheet, here we 

will elaborate on the own assets.  

We hope to give you enough insight in the state of financial affairs according to the budget of SPiN. Further questions we will happily answer on the 

GMA 16th of October 2017. 

Kind regards, 

The IXth board of Study association Psychology in Nijmegen. 
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2 Committees 

2.1 Study-related committees 

Study-related committees Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Workfield & Future 1.617,85€    550,00€             1.081,00€    90,00€                     -536,85€       -460,00€             -76,85€                            

Workshop & Conference 1.182,62€    1.600,00€          469,00€       300,00€                   -713,62€       -1.300,00€          586,38€                           

Lecture 47,50€         320,00€             100,00€       200,00€                   52,50€           -120,00€             172,50€                           

Magazine 1.815,30€    1.900,00€          -€              -€                          -1.815,30€    -1.900,00€          84,70€                              

Orientation 434,74€       725,00€             333,00€       370,00€                   -101,74€       -355,00€             253,26€                           

In total  €  5.098,01  €        5.095,00  €  1.983,00  €                 960,00  €  -3.115,01  €        -4.135,00  €                      1.019,99 

 

The Workfield & Future committee has organised four excursions and the Master evening. The costs include the refund of travel expenses for 

lecturers during the Master evening and the transport for the excursion outside of Nijmegen. Also, a deposit of €1000,00 was paid which was 

refunded later. The benefits include the entrance fees. 

The Workshop & Conference committee has organised four workshops and the conference. The costs include the refund of travel expenses, the 

costs of the lecturers and the lunch during the conference. The benefits include the entrance fees and the subsidy received by the Educational 

Institute. 

The Lecture committee has organised five lectures. The costs include the refund of travel expenses for the last lecture. The benefits include the 

entrance fees of non-members. The Lecture committee wasn’t able to find a well-known lecturer. 

The Magazine committee has published four editions of the HersenSPiNsels. According to the contract with the publisher, a monthly amount of 

€151,35 has been paid. The term of October still has to be paid, but is booked on the balance sheet. 

The Orientation committee has organised Experience Your Future and the Career Event. The costs include the refund of travel expenses, a 

photographer during the Career event and the lunches. The benefits include the entrance fees for Experience Your Future and the subsidy received 

from SPS-NIP. 
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2.2 Trip committees 

Trip committees Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Study trip committee 17.468,59€    25.000,00€       15.531,00€    23.500,00€             -1.937,59€    -1.500,00€          -437,59€                          

City trip 8.916,67€      8.000,00€          7.988,50€      7.000,00€                -928,17€       -1.000,00€          71,83€                              

Wintersport 16.735,94€    14.920,00€       16.535,55€    14.720,00€             -200,39€       -200,00€             -0,39€                               

Exchange -€                10,00€               -€                -€                          -€               -10,00€                10,00€                              

In total  €  43.121,20  €      47.930,00  €  40.055,05  €            45.220,00  €  -3.066,15  €        -2.710,00  €                        -356,15  

The Study trip committee has organised the study trip to Romania. The costs include the tickets, the bus transportation and parts of the program. 

The benefits include the entrance fees and the subsidies from the Educational Institute, BSI, and the Donders Institute. Due to miscommunication 

with the travel company SPiN was obligated to make unexpected expenses. SPiN received a refund from the travel company consisting of €1200,00 

of which €600,00 is received as a cheque.  

The City trip committee has organised two trips, one of them to Antwerp and the other to Milan. The benefits are the entrance fees for both trips, 

the costs of Antwerp consists of an evening activity, supplies for a pub crawl, gas money and the hostel. In Milan the costs consists of activities, the 

trip and the hostel.   

The Wintersport committee used the subsidy for organising several games at the trip. The remaining subsidy was used for beverages at the after 

drink. 

The Exchange committee did not have any costs of benefits. The exchange will take place next year, the subsidy for calling other universities has not 

been used.  
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2.3 Non-study related committees 

Non-study related committees Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Party 846,36€         660,00€             3.056,34€      3.600,00€                2.209,98€     2.940,00€           -730,02€                          

Festivities 3.727,02€      2.500,00€          4.763,72€      4.600,00€                1.036,70€     2.100,00€           -1.063,30€                       

Gala 4.451,47€      7.000,00€          4.139,30€      6.500,00€                -312,17€       -500,00€             187,83€                           

Socio-cultural 1.311,43€      1.160,00€          1.241,40€      740,00€                   -70,03€         -420,00€             349,97€                           

Sports 1.076,17€      1.200,00€          869,49€         900,00€                   -206,68€       -300,00€             93,32€                              

SocialCie 5.802,55€      5.750,00€          1.790,95€      1.500,00€                -4.011,60€    -4.250,00€          238,40€                           

Integration 3.995,58€      3.400,00€          2.626,40€      2.350,00€                -1.369,18€    -1.050,00€          -319,18€                          

Initiative 957,76€         770,00€             492,00€         300,00€                   -465,76€       -470,00€             4,24€                                

Settling 829,27€         900,00€             3,40€              -€                          -825,87€       -900,00€             74,13€                              

Freshmen information 349,42€         675,00€             -€                -€                          -349,42€       -675,00€             325,58€                           

Charity 1.008,33€      1.000,00€          1.008,33€      1.000,00€                -€               -€                     -€                                  

In total  €  24.355,36  €      25.015,00  €  19.991,33  €            21.490,00  €  -4.364,03  €        -3.525,00  €                        -839,03  

The benefits of the Party committee consist of the profits of the six SPiN parties and money for returned decoration. The expenses of this post consist of 

decoration and promotion costs. 

The Festivities committee has organised two editions of Insomnia. The costs for the Insomnia parties consist of costs for designing a poster, stickers and 

a Facebook banner, light and sound, DJ’s and for decoration. The promotion costs and half of the costs for DJ’s and light and sound were paid by the 

Waagh. The costs of the dies celebration consists of a lunch, beer during the cantus, surveillance and a music installation during the party. Despite that 

during the first Insomnia less people were present than last year and during the second party about the same amount of people, the benefits of the 

committee are higher than last year due to the fact that a lot money was involved in the dies celebration. The costs are also higher, because the costs of 

light and sound and the DJ were higher during the Insomnia parties and because people drunk more beer than expected during the cantus. 

 
This year, the Gala committee organised a gala that took place at café “de 4 Heeren”. The entrance fee for members was €22,50 and €25,00 for non- 

members. The entrance fee covered for the location, unlimited drinks and several small bites. The subsidy was used for the DJ, photographer, 
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decorations and fries. There also was a rose-sale that broke even. The costs of the photographer we’re lower than expected. Therefore, not all subsidy 

was used. 

The Sociocultural committee organized a cantus, sushi workshop and Psypop. The profits of the cantus existed of entrance fees and the costs were made 

for the location and drinks. Because the attendance was higher than expected, a positive result was made for this cantus. Furthermore, the committee 

organized a sushi workshop. The profits consist of entrance fees and the costs were made for sushi necessities. €17,00 of subsidy was used for this 

workshop. At last, the committee organized an evening with bands called “Psypop”. The costs were made for a lightning and sound engineer, 

contribution for a stage, travelling costs for the bands and a small present for them. The entrance fee contained €3,50 for members and €4,50 for non-

members. At the door sale the entrance fees were raised with €0,50. The profits consisted of the entrance fees and they were high due to the 

unexpected high attendance.  

The Sport committee organised a Just Dance battle, beach tournament and the participation of SPiN members at the Batavierenrace. The costs of the 

Dance Battle were higher than expected, as mentioned before in the financial biannual report. The costs were €97,74. Furthermore, the costs of the 

beach tournament consisted of snacks and drinks, and the profits for the entrance fee. The entrance fee was €1,00 for members and €2,00 for non-

members. In May, the committee participated at the Batavierenrace. Costs were made for renting a van, food/drinks, and several other camping 

necessities. The profits existed of entrance fees, that were €25,00 for members and €27,50 for non-members. In addition, there was subsidy granted by 

the NSSR. This was €75,99. 

The SocialCie organised a pub crawl in the beginning of the year. There were no profits and costs for this activity. The committee also organised a new 

year’s drink. The costs consisted of a welcome drink and several snacks and €67,34 of the subsidy was used for this. In April, the committee organised the 

Active member’s weekend. The profits consisted of entrance fees and refunds of the groceries. The entrance fee was €15,00. The costs were made for 

renting the location, groceries, decorations, music installation and the rent of bubble balls. There were some unexpected costs; one bubble ball broke, 

this was €50,00 and one chair broke, this was €110,00. Since SPiN got a discount on the location, the subsidy wasn’t entirely used. 

 
The Integration committee has organised four activities, namely a student-teacher lunch, a parent's day, a language course activity and the freshmen 

weekend. The committee has made more costs than expected, since more costs have been made for the location of the freshmen weekend. Due to a 

mistake a larger part than necessary of the location has been rented. This caused extra costs to be made.  
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The Initiative committee has organised seven theme days. Furthermore, the Initiative committee arranged four exam initiatives for all the year layers. 

The budgeted subsidy turned out to be not entirely necessary.   

The settling committee has organised three activities, namely a daytrip to Amsterdam, a beer tasting and a city tour. Almost all the subsidy has been 

used. 

The Freshmen Information committee has publish a manual in Dutch and English for first year students during the introduction in September 2017. The 

handbook was part of the information map that is published yearly by the Orientation Committee (IC). The costs for the information map are divided 

between the IC and Educational Institute of Psychology and Artificial Intelligence (OWI). The contribution of SPiN is equal to the number of pages that 

SPiN uses. Alongside publishing this manual, the committee was also present at the Open day of the Radboud University. There are some costs for 

cookies for the Open day. 

The Charity committee raised money for the charity cause “Iriszorg” by organising several activities. By organising an auction, excursion, SPiN-party, 

Hangover breakfast and beach volleyball, a profit of €795,05 was made for Iriszorg. Furthermore, an initiative to raise money for the RAG-week took 

place. This was a frikandel-sale. Since the product couldn’t be returned to the supermarket, and the attendance was lower than expected, a profit of 

€6,57 was made. 
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2.4 Other committees 

Other committees Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

S-feest -€                -€                    -€                -€                          -€               -€                     -€                                  

Alumni 297,51€         250,00€             175,95€         75,00€                     -121,56€       -175,00€             53,44€                              

Committee training 6,99€              40,00€               -€                -€                          -6,99€            -40,00€                33,01€                              

In total  €        304,50  €           290,00  €        175,95  €                    75,00  €     -128,55  €            -215,00  €                            86,45  

The costs of the S-Feest have been booked by N.K.S.W. Kompanio, to give a clear view of their costs and benefits 

The expenses for the Alumni exist of necessities for the alumni barbecue. The benefits consist of the entrance fee. 

For the Committee training €6,99 has been spent on a bottle of wine for the Video and illustration committee. 
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2.5 Total committees 

Total Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Total committees  € 72.879,07  €      78.330,00  € 62.205,33  €            67.745,00  € -10.673,74  €       -10.585,00  €                           -88,74  

The result Total committees is almost the same as expected in the beginning of the year. The committees have used their subsidy well.  
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3 General 

3.1 Board costs 

Board costs Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Traveling expenses 177,18€       225,00€             -€      -€                          -177,18€       -225,00€             47,82€                              

Board clothing 1.050,00€    1.050,00€          -€      -€                          -1.050,00€    -1.050,00€          -€                                  

Constitution drink 815,17€       800,00€             -€      -€                          -815,17€       -800,00€             -15,17€                            

Board immunity 704,50€       420,00€             -€      -€                          -704,50€       -420,00€             -284,50€                          

In total  €  2.746,85  €        2.495,00  €       -    €                           -    €  -2.746,85  €        -2.495,00  €                        -251,85  

Up until now only one time the Travelling expenses have been used. A board member needed to pick up water bottles for the acquisition 

committee at the Lidl, the committee T-shirts at DressMe and the bag shelve to be painted. The other costs consists of travel expenses to the SSPN 

congress and SSPN meetings.   

Every board member have had a reimbursement for their Board clothing of €150 from SPiN. 

At the Constitution drink €15,17 more has been spent than budgeted.   

Board immunity has had a few changes. On the GMA of 11 April 2017, it was decided that board members could have a refund for everything above 

€15,00, the costs are thus higher. 
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3.2 Representation 

 

Representation Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Business gifts -€              -€                    -€          -€                          -€               -€                     -€                                  

Merchandising 954,74€       1.514,19€          643,36€    665,00€                   -311,38€       -849,19€             537,81€                           

Birthday card -€              55,00€               -€          -€                          -€               -55,00€                55,00€                              

Creative promotion 194,35€       500,00€             105,00€    -€                          -89,35€         -500,00€             410,65€                           

Promotional material 94,02€         100,00€             -€          -€                          -94,02€         -100,00€             5,98€                                

Orientation week 755,44€       660,00€             -€          -€                          -755,44€       -660,00€             -95,44€                            

Age indication 1.317,69€    1.300,00€          -€          -€                          -1.317,69€    -1.300,00€          -17,69€                            

Membership sticker 252,08€       200,00€             -€          -€                          -252,08€       -200,00€             -52,08€                            

In total  €  3.568,32  €        4.329,19  €  748,36  €                 665,00  €  -2.819,96  €        -3.664,19  €                          844,23  

 In the opinion of the board there are enough Business gifts left. Therefore they did not buy any. 

There have not been bought any new vests for the Merchandising. There have been bought 152 new active members shirts with a total worth of 

€581,40. There have not been any write down for vests. 

The free Birthday card account has not been switched to a paid account. 

For the following events there has been Creative promotion: Two times the skiing trip, two times Insomnia vol. III, one time the gala, one time for 

Experience Your Future, the Congress, a SPiN-party and psypop. On the first creative promotion of the skiing trip there was made profit.  

For Promotional material there have been ordered two new banners. A party banner and a roll up banner, both because the old ones were Dutch. 

The rest of the costs are spend on Facebook promotion. 

To promote SPiN during the Orientation week, sunglasses, bags and beer can openers have been bought. The Xth board ordered wrist brands. 

The Board has purchased new wristbands for Age indication at parties. 

This post includes the cost made for the Membership stickers.  
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3.3 External 

External Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Contribution SOFv 50,00€         50,00€               -€              -€                          -50,00€      -50,00€                -€                                  

Contribution NKSW Kompanio 56,54€         100,00€             20,00€         -€                          -36,54€      -100,00€             63,46€                              

Contribution SSPN 45,98€         75,00€               -€              -€                          -45,98€      -75,00€                29,02€                              

SSPN meeting SPiN 3.727,30€    50,00€               3.677,30€    -€                          -50,00€      -50,00€                -€                                  

In total  €  3.879,82  €           275,00  €  3.697,30  €                           -    €  -182,52  €            -275,00  €                            92,48 

 

This post exists of the annual Contribution to the Cooperation gathering Faculty association (SOFv).  
  

This post consists of the Contribution of N.K.S.W. Kompanio. N.K.S.W. Kompanio did not have a bank account yet, so SPiN administered the money 

of Kompanio all year long. All associations have paid the contribution. Other cost and benefits consist of costs and benefits of several activities that 

Kompanio organised, such as the ‘S-feest’. All costs were subtracted from the benefits and this money was transferred to Kompanio when they 

opened a bank account. 

The expenses for the activities of Foundation Study associations Psychology the Netherlands (SSPN) consist of the annual contribution of SSPN that 

is based on the costs for the national psychology conference. The benefits regard the tickets that were sold at SPiN’s common room.  

  This year there was a Meeting of SSPN in Nijmegen. The cost on this post exist of money spend on the lunch for that day.  
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3.4 Administrative 

Administrative Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Printer 4.968,48€    4.900,00€          9,75€        60,00€                     -4.958,73€    -4.840,00€          -118,73€                          

Countertop device 204,49€       204,49€             -€          -€                          -204,49€       -204,49€             -€                                  

Rabobank 692,20€       630,00€             1,65€        -€                          -690,55€       -630,00€             -60,55€                            

Interest savings account -€              -€                    113,03€    150,00€                   113,03€        150,00€               -36,97€                            

Business insurance 128,46€       128,46€             -€                          -128,46€       -128,46€             -€                                  

Office supplies 127,31€       200,00€             1,58€        -€                          -125,73€       -200,00€             74,27€                              

Paper -€              30,00€               -€          -€                          -€               -30,00€                30,00€                              

Accountancy program 90,96€         90,96€               -€          -€                          -90,96€         -90,96€                -€                                  

In Total  €  6.211,90  €        6.183,91  €  126,01  €                 210,00  €  -6.085,89  €        -5.973,91  €                        -111,98  

For the Printer there is written down ink costs and rent for four quarters. The costs are higher than expected because an invoice during the holiday 

period was paid too late and because the periodic costs were higher than expected. The benefits consists of money that was paid by members 

for personal printings, these are lower than expected because the Programme committee did not print at SPiN’s common room this year. 

This includes the costs of the service contract concluded with the purchase of the countertop device. 

The costs of the Rabobank were a bit higher than expected, because of the purchase of a smartpin what was discussed during the GMA on the 11th 

of April 2017. The benefits are transaction costs, that were made at every transaction on the smartpin.  

The Interest rate of the savings account was lower than budgeted. This is because the interest rate has dropped. 

The account for the Business insurance is paid in January. 

The account of Office supplies includes an iPhone charger and a laptop charger for the loan service and costs for staplers, staples, tape, a tape 

dispenser, a pencil box, sticky notes, scissors, people counters, stamps and paperclips. The benefits are the costs that have 

been charged for the sale of stamps. 

All the used Paper so far is externally acquired. No thick paper has been purchased. 
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The invoice for the Accountancy program Conscribo has been paid in August.   
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3.5 GMA 

GMA Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

GMA 679,32€    800,00€             -€      -€                          -679,32€    -800,00€             120,68€                           

In Total  €  679,32  €           800,00  €       -    €                           -    €  -679,32  €            -800,00  €                          120,68  

The costs on the bill GMA consist of drinks for five GMAs and the purchase of nuts and chips for at the GMAs. Less costs for rent have been made, since 

only one GMA lasted longer than the allowed time. Therefore, the costs for this post turned out lower than expected. 
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3.6 Room charges 

Room charges Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Coffee/tea/extras 288,90€    150,00€             -€      -€                          -288,90€    -150,00€             -138,90€                          

Other room charges 131,46€    100,00€             -€      -€                          -131,46€    -100,00€             -31,46€                            

Room drinks 18,68€      40,00€               -€      -€                          -18,68€      -40,00€                21,32€                              

In Total  €  439,04  €           290,00  €       -    €                           -    €  -439,04  €            -290,00  €                        -149,04  

More money than expected of the Coffee/Tea/Extra’s has been used, the board thinks that this is because more people drink coffee than thought at 

the beginning of the year. Also a big box with cups has been bought for €15,13 in order that not every committee has to buy plastic cups. 

Furthermore, halfway through the year a new machine has been bought. It could be that more people drink coffee, because it’s easier to get it.  

On the Other room charges the committee pictures, de constitution drink poster, the bag shelve for SPiN’s common roomn the fish pump, the game 

‘30 Seconds’ and new poster holders have been booked.  

Four Room drinks took place where the board bought some snacks. The costs are a bit lower than expected, this is because less snacks are 

necessary than thought in the beginning. 
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3.7  Total General 

Total Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Total General  € 17.525,25  €      14.373,10  € 4.571,67  €                  875,00  € -12.953,58  €       -13.498,10  €                          544,52  

The result of Total General is in line with the budget. There is a little less negative result than expected, this can be explained by merchandise and 

creative promotion.  
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4 Other Expenses 

4.1 Active members 

Active members Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Active members mugs 220,27€    246,45€             -€      -€                          -220,27€    -246,45€             26,18€                              

Active members gatherings 67,57€      125,00€             -€      -€                          -67,57€      -125,00€             57,43€                              

Active members-shirts 536,91€    252,00€             -€      -€                          -536,91€    -252,00€             -284,91€                          

In Total  €  824,75  €           623,45  €       -    €                           -    €  -824,75  €            -623,45  €                        -201,30  

72 Mugs have been bought. The costs are a bit lower than expected. This is because the mugs have been printed slightly askew and a discount was 

given to compensate. 

At the Active members gatherings the drinks at the speeddate with the old board members, cookies for the candidate board and the picture of the 

active members weekend are booked. 

152 new Active member T-shirts are bought and 7 old T-shirts which have been bought earlier are printed. These costs are higher than expected 

because a lot more people decided to buy a T-shirt.  
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4.2 Write-downs 

Write-downs Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Write-down website 1.084,16€    1.084,16€          -€      -€                          -1.084,16€    -1.084,16€          -€                                  

Write-down computers 2014-2015 393,47€       393,47€             -€      -€                          -393,47€       -393,47€             -€                                  

Write-down members database 231,92€       231,92€             -€      -€                          -231,92€       -231,92€             -€                                  

Write-down countertop device 178,80€       178,80€             -€      -€                          -178,80€       -178,80€             -€                                  

Write-down video camera 172,67€       172,67€             -€      -€                          -172,67€       -172,67€             -€                                  

Write-down new website -€              690,00€             -€      -€                          -€               -690,00€             690,00€                           

Write-down computers 2016-2017 333,40€       332,14€             -€      -€                          -333,40€       -332,14€             -1,26€                               

Write-down photo camera 89,33€         83,34€               -€      -€                          -89,33€         -83,34€                -5,99€                               

In Total  €  2.483,75  €        3.166,50  €       -    €                           -    €  -2.483,75  €        -3.166,50  €                          682,75 

 
The Write-down of the Website has been done for the fifth and last year. 
 
The Write-down of the Computers 2014-2015 has been done for the third year. The remaining period is one year.  
 
The Write-down of the Members database has been done for the third and last year.  
 
The Write-down of the Countertop device has been done for the fourth year. The remaining period is one year. 
 
The Write-down of the Video camera has been done for the second year. The remaining period is one year.  
 
The Write-down of the New website has not been done this year, because it isn’t used this year.  
 
At the beginning of the year three new computers have been bought. The final costs are a little higher than expected, so the annual costs are higher. 
The Write-down of the Computers 2016-2017 has been done for the first year. The remaining period is three year.  
 
At the beginning of the year a new camera has been bought. The final costs are a little higher than expected, so the annual costs are higher. The 
Write-down of the Camera has been done for the first year. The remaining period is two year.  
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4.3 Multimedia 

Multimedia Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Website 459,80€    859,80€             -€      -€                          -459,80€    -859,80€             400,00€                           

Hardware 29,95€      75,00€               -€      -€                          -29,95€      -75,00€                45,05€                              

Software 23,88€      100,00€             -€      -€                          -23,88€      -100,00€             76,12€                              

New site -€          129,40€             -€      -€                          -€            -129,40€             129,40€                           

In Total  €  513,63  €        1.164,20  €       -    €                           -    €  -513,63  €        -1.164,20  €                          650,57  

One term of the service contract with DualBrands has been paid for the Website. No further changes to the website have been done. 

For Hardware there is a new charger for the video camera, the old one couldn’t be found. 

The OneDrive has been cleaned and many double pictures have been deleted. That’s why the board don’t think it is necessary to buy extra storage. 

De current costs at Software are the periodical costs of the OneDrive.  

There haven’t been any expenses for the New site. 
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4.4 Unforseen costs  

Unforseen costs Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Costs and benefits previous financial year 70,66€      200,00€             -€          -€                          -70,66€      -200,00€             129,34€                           

Costs and benefits current financial year 874,86€    200,00€             292,82€    -€                          -582,04€    -200,00€             -382,04€                          

In Total  €  945,52  €           400,00  €  292,82  €                           -    €  -652,70  €            -400,00  €                        -252,70 

 

The unforeseen Costs and benefits previous financial year consists of a calculation error last year whereby fewer money has been received by 

SNUF, the amount was €42,00. There also was an invoice of N.S.Z.V. De Loefbijter of extra beer that has been drunk last year at the cantus. The 

amount was €28,66. 

The unforeseen Costs and Benefits current financial year are higher than expected in the beginning. This is because at the beginning of the year a 

mistake has been made with an external company. An invoice came in for €200,00 but was already paid by the treasurer of 2015-2016 by keeping 

some of the deposit. A statistics book has been sold in 2015-2016, this was €5,00. Also €10,00 out of the loan service has been put in the cash box. 

To promote the survey one person could win a lunch cheque at De Waagh for €10,00. A member accidently transferred €51,00 into SPiN’s account, 

this has been booked back to the member. A pin was broken, this costs €45,00, a new coffee machine (€287,00) and a new fridge (€246,00) have 

been bought. Once, money was found for €15,00 and a correction for the pin transactions needed to be done (€4,50). A present for the selection 

committee has been bought for €10,00. 
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4.5 Contribution 

Contribution Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Contribution members 1.140,00€    -€                    21.828,00€    20.268,00€             20.688,00€    20.268,00€         420,00€                           

SNUF student membership -€              -€                    42,50€            68,00€                     42,50€            68,00€                 -25,50€                            

Uncollectable contribution 492,00€       300,00€             -€                -€                          -492,00€        -300,00€             -192,00€                          

In Total  €  1.632,00  €           300,00  €  21.870,50  €            20.336,00  €  20.238,50  €       20.036,00  €                          202,50  

The Contribution was collected in march, the costs are the people who reversed the money, the result is the final amount of collected money.  

For the SNUF student membership a little less has been collected, these people donate via Studentlife (SNUF) to SPiN. 

On the post Uncollectable contribution the people who reversed the money multiple times are booked, this consists of 41 people and have been 

deleted from the membership file.  
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4.6 Sponsorship 

Sponsorship Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Main sponsorship -€  -€                    2.000,00€    2.100,00€                2.000,00€    2.100,00€           -100,00€                          

General sponsorship -€  -€                    325,00€       500,00€                   325,00€       500,00€               -175,00€                          

Sponsorship Drie Gezusters -€  -€                    1.050,00€    1.050,00€                1.050,00€    1.050,00€           -€                                  

Educational support company -€  -€                    600,00€       600,00€                   600,00€       600,00€               -€                                  

In Total  €   -    €                     -    €  3.975,00  €              4.250,00  €  3.975,00  €          4.250,00  €                        -275,00  

The first term of sponsorship by the Main sponsors has been received. The invoice for the second term has been sent, but SPiN has not received the 

money yet. The remaining amount that still has to be received is €1250,00. 

The benefits from General sponsorship are from cooperation’s with Terona B.V. and Vergelijkgroep B.V. who have placed advertisements on our 

website. The other benefits came from a philosophy master and Mario’s barbershop who bought an article in the ‘Hersenspinsels’. 

The first term of sponsorship by the Drie Gezusters has been received. The invoice for the second term has been sent, but SPiN has not received the 

money yet. Of three out of six parties, the target sale is achieved. 

The Educational support company; the invoice has been sent to the Pallas Athena Group, and is received. The sponsorship will be for promotion of 

the study help and the summaries that Athena provides. 
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4.7 Books 

Books Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Bonus studybooks -€              -€                    12.833,92€    8.955,00€                12.833,92€    8.955,00€           3.878,92€                        

Summaries 3.914,95€    -€                    4.051,15€      -€                          136,20€         -€                     136,20€                           

In Total  €  3.914,95  €                     -    €  16.885,07  €              8.955,00  €  12.970,12  €          8.955,00  €                      4.015,12  

SPiN received the Bonus of study books for the first term, this amount was higher than expected, because more books were sold than expected. 

SPiN has not received the bonus of the second term, but is already know and added to this table.  

A profit has been made for the Summaries of Athena, because SPiN receives a small percentage of the summaries that have been sold. 
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4.8 Reservations 

Reservations Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Lustrum reservation €   3.650,00  €         2.000,00  €                  -    €                           -   -3.650,00€      €         -2.000,00 -1.650,00€                       

Lustrum almanac reservation €      650,00  €            350,00  €                  -    €                           -   -650,00€         €            -350,00 -300,00€                          

Reservation new building €      100,00  €            100,00  €                  -    €                           -   -100,00€         €            -100,00 -€                                  

In Total  €  4.400,00  €        2.450,00  €                 -    €                           -    €   -4.400,00  €        -2.450,00  €                     -1.950,00  

The Lustrum Reservation is €1.650,00 more than expected, this was allowed by the GMA on 11 April 2017. 

The Lustrum almanac reservation is €350,00 more than expected, this was allowed by the GMA on 11 April 2017. 

The Reservation new building has been done as expected. 
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4.9 Total Other Expenses 

Total Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Total Other Expenses  € 14.714,60  €         8.104,15  € 43.023,39  €            33.541,00  € 28.308,79  €        25.436,85  €                       2.871,94 

 
The total of Total Other Expenses is higher than expected, this is because of the bonus from StudyStore and no write-down for the website. 
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5 Absolut Total 

Total Costs Estimated costs Benefits Estimated Benefits Result Estimated result Difference with Budget 

Absolut Total  € 105.118,92  €    100.807,25  € 109.800,39  €          102.161,00  € 4.681,47  €          1.353,75  €                       3.327,72  

At the beginning of the year a positive result has been budgeted, at the end we see a higher result than expected. This can be explained because of 

the bonus from StudyStore. The board looks back at a financial stable year.  
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6 Balance Sheet 

Balance Sheet Assets (Deficit) Balans Passiva (Credit)

Account 5-10-2016 9-10-2017 Account 5-10-2016 9-10-2017

Cash register  €      1.110,70  €      1.232,45 Own assets  €    37.731,99  €    42.413,46 

Board account  €      4.973,98  €      7.642,00 creditors  €                  -    €                  -   

Savings account  €    25.483,16  €    28.096,19 Lustrum 2018  €      5.550,00  €      9.850,00 

Inventory  €      4.013,72  €      7.536,10 New building -€                 100,00€          

Debtors  €      2.850,00  €                  -   To be paid 2015-2016  €      2.362,94  €                  -   

Creditcard  €      4.000,00  €      4.000,00 To be paid 2016-2017 -€                 266,35€          

Website 2012-2017  €      1.084,16  €                  -   

Cheque VakantieXperts  €                  -    €         600,00 

Entrance fees lustrum lecture  €                  -    €        -540,00 

Summaries 2017-2018  €                  -    €        -220,40 

To be received 2015-2016  €      2.129,21  €                  -   

To be received 2016-2017  €                  -    €      4.222,47 

Contra booking  €                  -    €           61,00 

Totals  €    45.644,93  €    52.629,81 Totalen  €    45.644,93  €    52.629,81  
  

On the account of Cash register the cashes of SPiN are booked. It has been deposited four times. 
 
 The Board account is the ongoing account of SPiN. 
 

The Savings account has been risen slightly, the interest of this account and the creditcard has been booked here. Besides an extra €2.500,00 has 
been booked. 

 
  The Inventory has also risen in comparison to the beginning, this is because three new computers have been bought and a new photo camera.  
 
 The Debtors are now empty, a sponsorship from 2014-2015 has been paid and also a sponsorship out of 2015-2016 has been paid. 
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 The interest of the Creditcard has been booked to the savings account. 
 

The write-downs of the Website 2012-2017 have been done. 

On the post Reischeque CakantieXperts the cheque for VakantieXperts has been booked. 

On the post Entrance fees lustrum lecture the entrance fees for the lustrum lecture on October the 5th have been booked.  

On the post Summaries 2017-2018 the sold summaries are booked.  

At the beginning of the year the post To be received 2015-2016 the member stickers, a proof of the constitution drink invitation, the constitution 

drink invitations, post stamps, an invoice of DualBrands, SNUF subsidy for the studytrip, the guestbook and a chain for it, printing costs of the OLC, 

an sponsorship of Dominus and money for drinks outside the main sponsorcontract. All these amounts have been received. 

The post To be received 2016-2017 consists of the member stickers, a proof of the constitution drink invitation, the constitution drink invitations, 

the guestbook, the lustrum logo, the sponsorships, the bonus of StudyStore and one entrance fee of the freshmen weekend.  

On the Contra booking the money in the cash boxes is registered, €61,00 is remaining, this is for the lecture of Dick Swaab. 

The Own assets of SPiN have been risen, more has come in than spent. The bonus of StudyStore was higher than expected than the new website 

had less costs.   

On the post Creditors is nothing to say. 

The Lustrum 2018 is had an extra reservation of €4.300,00. 

€100,00 has been reserved for the new building in 2020. 

On the post To be paid 2015-2016 consisted in the beginning this year the SNUF subsidy for the participants of the studytrip, the drinks on the 

policy-GMA, one term of the magazines, a term of the printer, and putting up the banner for a party.  
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On the post To be paid 2016-2017 are putting up the banner for a SPiN-party, a term of BladNL and the extra costs for the GMA 3 October 2017 

booked. 
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7 Epilogue  

Dear General Members’ Assembly, 

The board hopes to have given you enough insight in the financial situation of the Study association Psychology in Nijmegen. We tried to review on the 

budget and the goals set. If you have any questions regarding this document, you will be more than welcome to share it with us. 

Kind regards, 

The IXth board of the Study association Psychology in Nijmegen   

Els van Loo – Chair 
Nina Pijpers – Secretary 

Jelle Gerritsma – Treasurer 
Giulio Severijnen – Formal Affairs Officer 
Eefje Jongstra – Informal Affairs Officer 

Muriël Neeleman – Academic Relations Officer 
Michelle Geurts – External Affairs Officer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


